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Abstract 

In this paper applicatiorlr offeed forward neural networks for aerodynamic modelling and 
sensor failure detection are studied. These nehvorks are trained using f a t  back-propagation 
recursive least squarer algorul~nrr with forgettmgfactors. Specifically three training alga- 
rithms areimplemented in PC,4fATLAB. l71e numericalresultr arepresenteduringsimulation 
ofaircraj matliematical modelr. 

Introduction 

Recently the field ofartificial neural networks (ANNs) 
has fascinated scientists and engineers all over the world. 
ANN modeling has become vety popular in the area of 
signal processing, pattern recognition, system idsntifica- 
tion and control [ 1,2]. Neural nehvorks have good ability 
to learn adaptively. In genenl th: decision process in 
A N N s  is based on inherently n o d i n e x  operations. Such 
nonlioeatities might be useful: to improve the ccnver- 
gence speed, to provide more geneml nonlinear mapping 
between the given inputdutput signals, and to reduce the 
influence ofoutliers in measureinent~. 

Feed forward neural nctworks (FFNNs) have found 
some applications to flight data analysis and aircnfi mod- 
eling and control [3,4]. However many of such studies 
generally use back-propagation training algorithm which 
h a  slow convergence rate requiring many mining ses- 
sions. Many applications require online decisiors which 
should be based on processing of the data in real-time for 
which fast training algorithms must be used. 

In this paper application of FFhWs to aerodynamic 
modeling/prediction and aircraft sensor failure detection 
using simulated data is investigated. For tninins of 
FFXPJs, three algorithms: i) back-propagation (BPN), ii) 
fast back-propagation recursive least squzes (RLS) filter 
wirh nonlinear output block (BPNRLSFNL) 151 m d  iii) 
fast back-propagarion RLS fiItcr\vitli linearoutcur block 
(BPNRLSFL) arc implemented i n  PC MATLAR [ 6 ] .  The 
results ofaircrait scnsor failuredetection [i] using 3 e  iast 
BPNRLSFL sclicnic are atso presented. 

Feed Fonvard Neural Networks 

FFNN is an information processing system consisting 
of a large number of simple processing elements. The 
elements are called artificial neurons or nodes. These 
neurons are interconnected by links which are charac- 
rerised by the so called weights and cooperate to perform 
parallel distributed processing in order to solve a desired 
computational task. The name neunl network comes from 
the fact that the background of the early researchers, who 
were involved in the study of functioning of the human 
brain and modeling of nervous systems, was in the field 
of biology, physiology and psychology rather than in  
computer science or engineering [2]. Eventhough ANNs 
have some resemblance to real neural networks, they 
are more appropriately called massively parallel adap- 
tive filtedcircuits (MAPAFs), as ANNs have techni- 
cal roofs in the area of analog computingkircuits and 
signal processing [2]. 

The  input-output rubspace modeling using the FFNNs 
is feasible because the basic (neural network) functions 
can adequately approximate the system behaviour in an 
overall sense. FFhTs can be considered as nonlinear 
black-box model strmures,  the parameters (weights) of 
which can be esrimated by conventional optimization 
methods. They are more suitab!c for system identification 
problems like: time-series modcling and prediction. 
sensor failure deteczon and estimation of aerodynxnic 
coefficients. 
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Algorithms for Training Feedforward 
Neural Networks 

An FFNNs have n o n q c l i c  layered topology (Fig. 1) 
and can be considered to give struchlre-free (in the sem 
of conventional polynomial model) nonlinear mapping 
between the input-output signals of a given system The 
F F "  is first trained using the so called training set data 
Then it is used for prediction using the same or different 
input set belonging to the same class of the dab. This set 
is called validation set. The weights of the network are 
estimated using the so called back-propagatiodgradent 
based algorithm (BPN). Due to the layered structure, the 
estimation ofweights ofFFNN requirespropagation ofthe 
error of the output layer in backward direction and hence 
the name BPN. This algorithm has slow convergence rate. 
The algorithm based on Kalman filter (BPNRLSF) is 
known to be faster than the BPN [S]. In this paper the 
algorithms are described using the matridvector notation 
for the sake ofcomparison, clarity and ease of implemen- 
tation in PC MATLAB. Even if one does not have the NN 
tool box o f  the PC MATLAB, these algorithm and the 
related simulation studies can be easily and efficiently 
carried out using the available (and newly formulated) 
dot-em ( .m) files as is done for this paper. The v ~ a b l e s  
of a typical F F "  are described below: 

uo = input to the nenvork (input layer) 
ni = the no. of inplit neurons (no. of inputs uo ) 
nh = the no. ofnelions in the hidden layer 
no = the no. of ourput neurons (no. of outputs 2) 
W, = % x ni weight matrix between input 

WI0 = n,, x 1 bias weight vector 
W2 = no x nh weisht matrix between hidden and output 

W20 = no x I bias weizht vector 
p 

and hidden layer 

layer 

= the learning mre parameter or srep size 
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Back Propagation Algorithm 

Subscripts 0, 1 and 2 indicate input-, hidden- and 
output- layers respectively. During a forward pass mining 
ofthenetwork, intennediatesignakare computedforeach 
layer and eachnode oftbelayerandweights ofthe network 
are estimated. The signal computation is done using the 
following equations (between input and hidden layer) : 

Here UI is the input to the hidden layer and 

(a nonlinear activation function). The fbi) = 

signal computation between hidden and output layer is 
done using the following equations: 
y2 = W 2 U l  + w20 (31 

242 = fh) (4) 

1 - e-"Y' 

1 - e-"i 

Often, an unconstrained optimization problem for pa- 
rameter estimation, is tmsformed into an equivalent sys- 
tem ofdifferentid equations which in nun constitute basic 
(neural network) algorithm to solve specified computa- 
tional problems [6]: 

(5) 
dlV 
- = - p ( t ) V E ( W J  dt 

where V(.)  denotes the gradient of the cost function E 
wrt W(the unknown parameters). With the output error 
defined as ez =z- u2, and asuitablequadnticcostfunction 
based on it, the evaluation of the gradient of E wrt W2 
yields the following expression: 

where u r  is the gndient of y2 wn  W 2  [see Eq. (3)], 
and the derivative of 'f is given by: 

The modified error for the output layer can be ex- 
pressed as: 

e2b = J 02) (: - u2) (8) 
Combining Eqs. (5,6,3), the recursive weighr-uphie 

mie I'orthe ourput layer is obtained: 
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Here 12 is the momentum constant and the last term is 
used to smooth out the weight changes and to accelerate 
the convergence of the algorithm Similarly the back- 
propagation of the error and the weight-update rule (for 
innerhidden layer) are obtained as: 

= ~ + p e l b d + ~ ( ~ - & ’ )  (11) 

Here 1 is the data/sampling time index for recursive 
update of the estimates. The input-output data are pre- 
sented to ihe network in sequential manner. This process 
is called pattern learning in the ANN terminology. Once 
all the data are scanned, they are presented again but with 
initial weights astheoutput fromtheprevioussession.The 
process is continued until1 the convergence is reached. 
One can call the entire process as the recursive-iterative 
method. 

Back-propagation Recursive Lest  Squares Filter 
Algorithms 

In these algorithms the weight update formulae for 
output layer and inner layers use the Kalman gains derived 
from the corresponding signals from the previous layers 

Algo~ithm with Nonlinear Ouput L a e r  (BPNRLSFNL) 

[51. 

Due to the presence of output nonlinearity, i!s inver- 
sion is required in order to employ the linear KF concepts 
to obtain this algorithm [S]. D u r i x  the fonvard pass 
training of the network the signals y and u are computed 
for each layer as per the BPN algorithm using Eqs. (1-4). 
The Kdman gains, Ki.2 are computed for both the layers. 
The forgetting facton hl.2 3re chosen. The f~m~ula t ion  is 
in the usul scalar data processing form. 

For layer 1 the Kalman gain and covariance matrix 
update are given as IS]: 
KI = P[uo(h]  + uoPll ,o)-~ (123) 

(12b) PI = (PI -xi “OPl)/hl 

For layer 2 the Kalinan gain and covariance mzrix 
update are given as: 

K> = PZLII ( h :  i I , ]  PzuI)-‘ (13,) 

P ~ = ( P ~ - K z u ~ P ~ ) / % ~  (13h) 

The modified output emr is given as in the case o f  
BPN algorithm by: 

es  = I’ (Vz) (2 - 112) (14) 

Back-propagation of the output e m r  (to the innerhid- 
den layer) gives inner layer error: 

el, = 7 0.1) ~6 ez (15) 

Finally the weight-update rule (for output layer) is 
given as: 

w p  = 4 + ( d - n ) K :  (16) 

where h e  components of d are given as: 

with zi f I .  F m  the innerhidden layer, the weight upda- 
tion rule is given as : 

w?’ = 4 +pe lbKf  (18) 
Except for the additional computation oiKalman gains 

for each layer, the procedure far training is the same as 
that for the BPN algorithm. 

Algorifhm with Linear Outpui Layer (BPNRLSFL) 

In this algorithm the nonlinearities are used only for 
the inner layers and the output layer is k q t  as a linear 
block. The advantage of this modification is that i t  avoids 
the inversion of the output stage nonlinear filnction which 
might causesome illxonditioning. In the present case, the 
use of lineari-3 concept is directly applicable. Dun‘ng the 
fonvardpass trainingofthenetworkthesignalsyand u are 
computed for each layer as per the BPN algorithm using 
Eqs. (1 -3). Since the output black is assumed to be linear, 
output signal is computed as follows: 

u > = y 2  (1 9 )  

The Kalrnan Sainicla[edcoin?uwtionsaredoiieasper 
t h i  CPNRLSFNL algorithn. Since there :i no output 
nonlinesrit)., the errar for ourput layer is giv:: by: 

06 = e2 = ( z - Y ~ )  (201 
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Back-propapion ofthe output error (to the innerlhid- 
den layer) gives inner layer eror  : 

elb =fb'I) rVTe2b (21) 

for output layer : JV?' = I:$ i e2b K~ T 
The weight-update rules are given as: 

(22) 

for the innerhidden layer: 1i.P' = 4 + p q b  Kf (23) 

Once the d m  has been scanried and the convergence 
achieved, the estimated weights of the last iteration cycle 
are uscd and the input data are presented again to the 
nenvork to obtain the predicred output. This output is 
compared with the desircbavailable output 'in order to 
judge the ability of the nenvork for prediction. Although 
the mathematical description is given for FFNNs with one 
hidden layer, the algorithm are implemented for maxi- 
mum of two hidden layers. 

Application of the Feed forward Ncu.ral Network Al- 
gorithms 

The simulation dam an: senerated with sinusoidal sig- 
nal input to the aircraft model [6]: 

Here Vis  the aircraft velocity, a the angle of attack, fJ 
the pitch attitude and 4 is the dynamic pressure. The 
constants S, < nz and I, are geometry and mass related 
paraiiiefcrs of the simulated aircraft. Aerodynamic Model 
is given 3s: 

C, = C,, + Cha+C 6 

C, = C,, + CL,a + Crse6, 
4 

The 3;:crait ::crodynnmics is rcpresciitcd fur the pcr- 
pose of ox dell in^ using FFNN as: 

: hl !!',a:q,3c,~ 

q = h (I',a,s,&) (27) 

Here h indicates some nonlinear functional relation. 
The signals V, a, q and 6 e are presented to the network 
as input patterns and siznals a and q as output patterns. 
The FFNN is trained using the BPN and BPN-RLSF 
algorithms. lngenenl BPN algorithm requiredmoretrain- 
in& sessions (10-15) than the fast BPN-RLSF algorithms. 

Figure 2 shows the plots of time history match for 
prediction phase of FFNN using BPN algorithm for p 
=0.5,!2 =0,6,tenhiddenIayerneurons(inasingle hidden 
layer) and with scaled signals. Although the prediction is 
largely satisfactory, the algorithm is not able to predict the 
signals very accurately during the interval of IS to 35 secs. 
Reasonably optimum values of training parameters and 
numberofhiddenlayer neurons were usedinall the cases. 
In Fig. 3 the results o f  the BPNRLSFL for the same data 
set are presented forp = 40. Six hidden layerneurons in a 
single hidden layer were used with scaled signals. The 
sigmoidal slope parameter h was chosen as 0.2. The 
performance of this algorithm is better than that of the 
BPN algorithm and only one training iteration was re- 
quired. This is significant improvement over the classical 
gradient based BPN algorithm as far as the speed and 
accuracy areconcemed. 

Fig2 FFNN-BPN Algorbirm T h e  Hirfory March, 
Prediction Phase 

Subsequently the FFNN was used for prediction of the 
acrodynamiccoeflicients: Crand C, asafunctionof a. 
Thc vdues oCcomputed (siniul3ted) coefficients, Eq. (29 ,  
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Fig.3 FFNnBPMLSFAlgorirhm Time History Motch, 
Prediction Phare 

are used as the output and a and 8, as the input to the 
network. The resulir ofihis exercise using BPNRLSFNL 
algorithm are shown in Fig. 4 (for p -40 and six hidden 
layer neurons in a single hidden layer) with unscaled 
signals. Aiso the si-moidal gain factors for the output 
layers were chosen different for each.output : for CL. h 
=0.1 and for Cm , A = 0.5. For the inner layer the gain 
factor was chosen as 0.2. The CL, , plotted in Fig. 5 wrt 
angle of attack, tends to follow the pattern of the 
measured coefficient. Forgetting factors for RLS based 
algorithms were chosen as 0.99 for FFNN training in all 
the examples. 

. . .  - 
-a?/*  1 

5 1 0 1 5 m a r , u r a  
m n -  

Fig.4 Aerodynamic Coeficienr Modelling Using 
FFzW-BPNRLwrz Algoriti,m-Prediction Plme 

(wirh a ond 6, as Input 10 F F W  

43 4.2 4 . 7  0 *"* 

Fig.5 Aerodyamic Cor_flirienr (for o segment of Time 
Scale) Prediction 

The main aim ofthis work is to illustrate the feasibliy 
of using FFNNs for non-linear mapping of the aerody- 
namic coefiicients (as a function of angie of attack, mach 
number, altitude, etc.) rather than estimating the aeiody- 
namic derivatives. The approach should be useful in ob- 
taining accurate non-linear aerodynamic models based on 
aerodynamic data (obtained Erom wind tunnels and am- 
lytical predictions) [4,8] in order to, perhaps, replace the 
time-consuming table look-up methods for nonlinear 
flight simulation exercises and related work. Accurate 
estimation o f  the aerodynamic derivatives using FFNNs 
requires : major modification in the cost function, training 
strategy and validation This workbas been recently initi- 
ated. Alternatively, for estimation of aerodynamic deriva- 
tives (like , CL, C,, etc.) r e c c m n t  neunl networks 
(FFNNs with some feed hack from output to the input of 
the network) can be considered [9]. 

Next, a scheme based on FFNWBPNRLSFL algo- 
rithm is presented for detection of fault in aircraft sensors. 
Fig. 6 shows the scheme in comparison to one based on 
Kalman filter. The Kalman FilteriObserver based ap- 
proach requires: i) specification of a model of the system, 
ii) integration of the system's dynamics, iii) computation 
of Kalman gain and covariances, iv) tuning o f  the filter 
(based on procesdmeasurement covariance matrices), v) 
extended K a l m  filter for nonlirrear systems. However it 
is recursive and amenable to real-time online detectiom of 
faults. The F F"  based method has the following fea- 
tures: i) model of the system is not required, ii) hence the 
integration of the system equations is avoided, iii) compu- 
tationofweights oftheFFhW, iv)tuningofthenonlinear- 
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Fig.6 solernoiir Cornparicon ofSensor Fault 
Detection Schemes 

ity, step size, and choice of neurons in the hidden layer is 
needed, v) direct applicability to nonlinear systems, vi) 
recursive and amenable to real-time online detection of 
faults, vii) relatively easy to implement in hardware and 
sofhvare. The scheme in this paper utilizes the F F "  as 
the residual generator [q and fast BPNRLS [S] Filterwith 
linear output block for taining. The input pattem used is 
[a (1-1) a (1-2) q(t-I) q(t-2) 6yt-l)] and the out put is [a 
(t) q (t)]. The sensor fahlt is simulated as an  additional 
signal and the angle of attack time history is accordingly 
cormpted. The NW during the training phase itselfis used 
for fault detectioo. The NW is allowed to train for some 
initial period Since the BPhXLS filter is used for the 
training, it takes only a few seconds for the NW to Uain 
and is able to predict the data. When the fault occurs at 
time t, the NW predicted output is compared with the 
measured data at time t and the residual is compared with 
the pre-asssigned threshold. D e  range of residuals is 
determined under normal no-fault condition. The thresh- 
old (for each type of signauresidual) is set at a slightly 
hi&er value than the maximum absolute value of the 
residuals. Alternatively it can be taken as 2 to 3 times the 
standard deviation of the rcsidul signal. For each type of 
system under consideration, ihe thresholds should be 
detrmined based on redistic simulation of die probem 
[lo]. 

Anestimateofthcthreshoidisobtainedin real-timeas 
follows: 

Here r is the residual generated bj the FF" . About 
50 data points were required to obtain the steady value of 
the threshold during the normal operating condition, after 
the F F "  has heen suffkiently trained. This method is 
suitable for real-time o n l k  operation of the method 

Various phases of the NW operation for the sensor 
failure detection are shown in Fig. 7. The data used are the 
same as used in the exercises discussed above. The trape- 
zoidal fault signal was added in the angle of attack time 
history. It can be seen fium the figure that the NW is able 
to immediateiy detect the fault For this study various 
parameters are: p =40,1=0.2, forgetting factors =0.99, 
hidden layers neurons =6 in single hidden layer. The 
unscaled signals were used  The Fig. 7 shows all the 
phases of the NW operation during single session or 
iteration and it can be easily seen that the present scheme 
which combines the FFNN with BPNRLS filter training 
algorithm is amenable to online detection of sensor fail- 
ures.Fig. 8 showstheexpandedviewoftheNWoperation 
during the occurrence and detection phase ( approx. 24-30 
seconds interval) ofthe fault 

Fig.7 FFNN-BPNRLSF On-line Fauif Derecrion 

For fault-identification cross-comlation functio& 
between various significmt variables ilike angular rates, 
m i  cm be evaluated and used [9]. n u s  the scheme can 
be extended to detect f3ul1.s in aircnii sensors as well as 
aciuaion. Any indication o i  fault thus determined will be 
useful to piiot to monitor the !;eal;h cithe ?kcni t  flight 
control systems. Further validation is necessary !br this 
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